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Theoretical study of half-doped models for manganites: Fragility of CE phase with disorder, two
types of colossal magnetoresistance, and charge-ordered states for electron-doped materials
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A comprehensive analysis of half-doped manganites is presented using Monte Carlo simulations applied to
the double-exchange model with cooperative Jahn-Teller lattice distortions in two dimensions. A variety of
results are reported. In particular~i! The phase diagram is established in thel-JAF plane, withl the electron-
phonon coupling andJAF the antiferromagnetic exchange between classicalt2g spins. The results include
standard phases, such as the CE-insulating and FM-metallic regimes, but they also include states, such as a
ferromagnetic charge-ordered~CO! orbital-ordered phase originally predicted by Hottaet al. This state is
compatible with recent experimental results by Loudonet al. ~ii ! For realistic couplings, it was observed that
the charge disproportionationd of the CO phase is far from the widely accepted extreme limitd50.5 of a
31/41 charge separation. A far smallerd appears more realistic, in agreement with recent experiments by
Garciaet al.and Daoud-Aladineet al. ~iii ! Colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! effects are found in calculations
of cluster resistances using the Landauer formalism. This occurs near the ubiquitous first-order phase transi-
tions between the insulating and metallic states. The present result reinforces the previous conjecture that CMR
phenomenology exists in two forms: the low-temperature CMR addressed here and the more standard CMR
above the Curie temperature.~iv! The CE state is found to bevery sensitive to disordersince its long-range
order rapidly disappears when quenched disorder is introduced, contrary to the FM state which is more robust.
This is also in qualitative agreement with recent experiments by Akahoshiet al. and Nakajimaet al. ~v! The
phase diagram in the half-dopedelectron dopingregime is briefly discussed as well. A charge-ordered state is
found, which is the analog of thex50.5 CE phase. It contains a 31/21 charge arrangement at largel.
Numerical results suggest that an approximate symmetry exists between the hole- and electron-doped systems
in the large Hund coupling limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Manganites are currently attracting considerable atten
mainly due to the presence of the colossal magnetoresist
~CMR! effect in magnetotransport measurements.1,2 In addi-
tion, these materials have a complex phase diagram wi
plethora of ordered phases, a typical characteristic of co
lated electron systems. Many experimental and theore
investigations have unveiled the inhomogeneous charact
the states of relevance to explain the CMR phenomen
with a competition between ferromagnetic and antiferrom
netic states that induces coexistence of clusters, typic
with nanometer-scale sizes.2 The rationalization of this phe
nomenon, and concomitant explanation of the CMR effec
based on the first-order transitions that separate the me
and insulating phases in the clean limit~i.e., without
disorder!.1,2 The first-order character of the transition
caused by the different magnetic and charge orders of
competing states. The clean-limit phase diagram is illustra
in Fig. 1 ~upper panel!. When quenched disorder is intro
duced in the coupling or density that is modified to chan
from one phase to the other, the temperature where the´el
and Curie temperatures meet is reduced in value and e
tually reaches zero as in Fig. 1~middle panel!. Upon further
increase of the disorder strength, a spin disordered re
0163-1829/2003/68~10!/104405~14!/$20.00 68 1044
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appears at low temperatures, with a glassy behavior inv
ing coexisting clusters@Fig. 1 ~lower panel!#. Simulations by
Burgy et al.3 have shown that the clustered state between
Curie temperature and the clean-limit critical temperat
(T* ), with preformed ferromagnetic regions of random o
entations, has a huge magnetoresistance since small fi
can easily align the moments of the ferromagnetic islan
leading to a percolative conductor in agreement w
experiments.4 The quenched disorder simply triggers the s
bilization of the cluster formation, but phase competition
the main driving force of the mixed state. It has be
speculated3 that similar phenomena should occur in a varie
of materials, including, for example, the high temperatu
superconductors where nanoclusters have been found.5

In spite of the phenomenological success of the previ
calculations discussed above, there are many issues that
be further investigated in the manganite context to reac
reasonable understanding of these materials~for a recent dis-
cussion on open issues see Ref. 6!. It is the purpose of this
paper to contribute to manganite studies by addressing a
riety of open topics, using computational techniques app
to realistic models for Mn oxides. In particular, here t
phase diagram at hole-densityx50.5 is presented for the
case ofcooperativeJahn-Teller phonons in interaction wit
carriers. Previous studies mainly focused on noncoopera
phonons.8 The phase diagram reported below in Fig. 2 h
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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interesting features. For example, it contains the realistic
charge-disordered and CE charge-ordered phases well kn
from experiments. In addition, further evidence is provid
that the transition from the FM to the AF state is first order
low temperatures. This first-order property allows us to o
tain a huge magnetoresistance effect even working on s
clusters, since small magnetic fields can unbalance
ground state from antiferro to ferro, in the vicinity of th
competition region. For the calculation, techniques borrow
from mesoscopic calculations using the Landauer formal
are used. The shape of the phase diagram with increa
temperature is in good qualitative agreement with recent
periments that established the bicritical form of thex50.5
phase diagram.9 Moreover, a phase is found with both char
and ferromagnetic order, in agreement with previo
calculations7,8 and also with recent experiments by Loud
et al.10 Another feature of the results found here, which is
good agreement with recent experiments~to be discussed
below!, is the value of the charge disproportionation. T

FIG. 1. ~Top! General phase diagram of two competing pha
in the absence of quenched disorder~or when this disorder is very
weak!. Thick ~thin! lines denote first~second!-order transitions.
Shown is a tricritical case, but it could be bicritical or tetracritical
well. g is some parameter needed to change from one phase t
other.~Middle! With increasing disorder, the temperature range w
first-order transitions separating the ordered states is reduced
eventually for afine-tunedvalue of the disorder the resulting pha
diagram contains a quantum critical point. In this context, t
should be a rare occurrence.~Bottom! In the limit of substantial
quenched disorder, a window without any long-range order open
low temperature between the ordered phases. This disordered
has glassy characteristics and it is composed of coexisting clu
of both phases. The size of the coexisting islands can be regu
by the disorder strength and range, and by the proximity to
original first-order transition. For more details see Refs. 2 and
The new scaleT* discussed in the text—remnant of the clean-lim
transition—is also shown.
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widely accepted view of the extreme 31/41 separation
needs to be revisited. A much milder charge separation
pears more realistic.

The x50.5 phase diagram of the realistic model studi
here is also analyzed in the presence of quenched disorde
test the results of phenomenological models, such as th
shown in Fig. 1. Overall, good agreement with previo
studies is found, but surprises are also reported such as
strong sensitivity of the CE phase to quenched disorder. T
behavior is also in good agreement with recent experime
results by Akahoshiet al.11 and Nakajimaet al.,12 where an
asymmetry between the behavior of the FM and CE pha
was observed when disordered was introduced in some
terials withx50.5. Finally, sinceelectrondoping of manga-
nites has also been experimentally actively pursued,13 the
model studied here is analyzed for the case of electron d
ing as well, with an electronic density per site equal to 1.5
state quite similar to the CE phase is observed, which co
be found in future experiments.

The overall conclusion is that theoretical studies of re
istic models for manganites using unbiased techniques
unveiling a remarkable qualitative agreement with expe
ments. While previous phenomenological descriptions
manganites are reasonable approximations for the un
standing of the puzzling CMR phenomenon,2 many other
features observed in the present studies still need furthe
vestigations, such as the strong sensitivity to disorder of
CE state.
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the half-doped 2D two-orbitals mo
with cooperative Jahn-Teller phonons atT/t;0. The Hund cou-
pling JH is infinite. The phases were obtained analyzing the cro
ing of energies~as explained in Fig. 3!, and alsoS(k), T(k), and
N(k) ~see definitions in text!. The magnetic phases present are F
CE, CE8, and AF. The symbols CO~CD! stand for charge-ordered
~-disordered! phases. OFM corresponds to a homogeneous s
with dominant uniformx22y2 orbital order. The staggered orbita
ordered states, OO, have the standard ‘‘CE’’ pattern, present in
three phases. The FM-CD-OFM phase is metallic, the rest of
phases are insulating. Thick lines denote first-order transitions,
the dashed line is second order. The lines are smooth interpola
between a finite but large number of points obtained numerical
5-2
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF HALF-DOPED MODELS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 104405 ~2003!
II. METHOD AND DEFINITIONS

The Hamiltonian studied in this paper is

H52 (
iagg8s

tgg8
a

~digs
† di1ag8s1h.c.!2JH(

i
si•Si

1JAF(̂
i,j &

Si•Sj1l(
i

~Q1ir i1Q2itxi1Q3itzi!

1~1/2!(
i

~bQ1i
2 1Q2i

2 1Q3i
2 !, ~1!

wheredias (dibs) annihilates aneg electron with spins in
the dx22y2 (d3z22r 2) orbital at site i, and a is the vector
connecting nearest-neighbor~NN! sites. The first term is the
NN hopping ofeg electrons with amplitudetgg8

a betweeng
and g8 orbitals along the a direction: taa

x 52A3tab
x

52A3tba
x 53tbb

x 5t for a5x, and taa
y 5A3tab

y 5A3tba
y 53tbb

y

5t for a5y ~our study will be restricted to two-dimension
lattices!. Hereafter,t is taken as the energy unit. In the se
ond term, the Hund couplingJH (.0) links eg electrons with
spin si5(gabdiga

† sabdigb (s5Pauli matrices) with the lo-
calized t2g-spin Si , assumed classical withuSiu51. JH is
here considered as infinite or very large. The third term is
AFM coupling JAF between NNt2g spins. The fourth term
coupleseg electrons and MnO6 octahedra distortions,l is a
dimensionless coupling constant,Q1i is the breathing-mode
distortion,Q2i andQ3i are, respectively, (x22y2)-and (3z2

2r 2)-type JT-mode distortions,r i5(g,sdigs
† digs , txi

5(s(dias
† dibs1dibs

† dias), and tzi5(s(dias
† dias2dibs

† dibs).
The fifth term is the usual quadratic potential for adiaba
distortions andb is the spring-constant ratio for breathin
and JT modes. In actual manganites,b'2 ~see Ref. 14!, and
this is the value, unless something different is stated, we
consider throughout this paper. In undoped manganites
oxygens are shared by adjacent MnO6 octahedra and the dis
tortions are not independent, suggesting that thecooperative
effects are very important. This observation is likely va
even at finite hole densities, since experiments show
presence of orbital ordering in the half-doped regime.
consider this cooperation, here oxygen ion displaceme
denoted byui

x andui
y , are directly optimized.15

It has been clarified in previous literature~e.g., Ref. 2!
that a large Hund coupling as used here suppresses do
occupancy of the same orbital, and in this respect behave
a HubbardU interaction. In addition, a robust couplingl
also acts as aU8 repulsion between electrons in the same s
but different orbitals. As a consequence, it is a reasona
approximation to neglect the Coulombic interactions in
problem, which simplifies enormously the computational
fort.

The model will be analyzed primarily using a classic
Monte Carlo ~MC! procedure for the localized spins an
phonons, in conjunction with exact diagonalization of t
conduction electron system. This last part of the process
responds to the solution of the single-electron problem w
hoppings determined by the localized spin configuration. T
resulting energy levels are then filled with the number
10440
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electrons to be studied, namely, the simulations are car
out in the canonical ensemble~see Appendix!. However,
simulations directly in the grand canonical ensemble vary
chemical potentials were also carried out. In the pres
work, all the calculations were made on a two-dimensio
~2D! 434 cluster, mainly with fillingx51/2, as explained in
the Introduction. Currently, it is not possible to comprehe
sively study larger systems, unless in special cases, du
the considerable central processing unit time that the dia
nalization process needs, and the large number of param
that must be varied to fully explore the phase diagram.
spite of the size limitation of our effort, the results report
here have a clear physical interpretation and size effects
pear to be mild for the quantities that were investigated.

Updates of the spin and phononic$u i ,f i ,ui
x ,ui

y% configu-
rations are accepted or rejected according to the Metrop
algorithm. The number of MC steps per site is typica
taken as 3000 for thermalization, with an additional 10 0
for measurements. The simulations usually started with r
dom states at high temperature, and then the temperature
decreased slowly, but at very low temperatures some of
simulations started with ordered states to speed up the
vergence. The results of the simulations were analyzed u
three separate but related quantities: the spin structure fa

S~k!5(
i,j

^Si•Sj&e
ik•(r i2r j), ~2!

of the classical spins, the charge structure factor

N~k!5(
i,j

^r ir j&e
ik•(r i2r j), ~3!

and the orbital structure factor defined as

T~k!5(
i,j

^Ti•T j&e
ik•(r i2r j), ~4!

with Ti5(txi ,tyi ,tzi) and tyi5 i (s(dias
† dibs2dibs

† dias).
Frequently, visual investigations of snapshots of the spin
phononic configurations at low temperatures were usefu
guide the intuition. Some dynamical properties were a
studied, such as the density of states. For details see Re
More sophisticated techniques used to study the conduct
of clusters are described later in the paper.

III. LOW-TEMPERATURE PHASE DIAGRAM

The phase diagram of the double-exchange model w
cooperative JT phonons atx50.5 is shown in Fig. 2. The
properties of each phase were analyzed through the s
charge, and orbital correlations in real and momentum sp
defined in the previous section. VaryingJAF three spin re-
gimes were identified, similar to those reported in preced
investigations.16 Typical results for the evolution of the en
ergy with JAF are presented in Fig. 3, clearly showing th
three states that compete at fixedl. Using this procedure, the
phase diagram was constructed. Note the clear first-o
transitions separating the different phases, shown in the
ure as level crossings.
5-3
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In agreement with well-known experimental results f
half-doped real manganites, a CE phase is stabilized in
intermediateJAF range. The actual correlations for this pha
will not be shown explicitly here since they have appeared
some previous investigations16 and our results agree ver
well with those results. However, there are issues to rem
not discussed before. For example, note that the CE pha
present not only at largel but also at small electron-phono
coupling. This last result suggests that a nonzeroJAF is suf-
ficient to stabilize the zigzag chains characteristic of the
region. Hottaet al.17 proposed that a band-insulator pictu
is needed to understand this phenomenon, and the pre
results support this view. It is the geometry of the zigz
chains that plays the key role in stabilizing the CE state. T
result may have important consequences for experiment
discussed below. The dotted line represents a continu
transition between the standard CE phase and a canted8
phase. To understand the characteristics of the new8
state, note that the standard CE phase can also be interp
as an arrangement of parallel AF zigzag chains, displa
one lattice parameter in thex and y directions simulta-
neously. When the relative spin angle between the neigh
ing AF zigzags isp, we have the normal CE phase. In th
CE8 regime this relative angle varies continuosly asl or JAF
are increased. Finally, when this spin angle between ne
boring AF zigzag chains is 0, we recover the normal A
phase.

At sufficiently largeJAF coupling, an antiferromagneti
spin arrangement is found. This phase has not been obse
yet experimentally, but there is no reason to believe that
state cannot exist in some Mn oxide. Within the accuracy
our study, this AF phase is believed to have no long-ra
order in the orbital and charge degrees of freedom. This
responds to a nearly uniform arrangement of charge at s

FIG. 3. MC energy vsJAF for x51/2, l51.8, T/t;0. This
low-T energy is calculated after starting with a random high-T state
and loweringT slowly. For this value ofl, the three FM, CE, and
AF phases have OO with thed3x22r 22dx22y22d3y22r 2 usual alter-
nation of orbitals, distributed in zigzags. Thex22y2 orbitals at the
‘‘Mn 41’’ sites are populated at small and moderate values ofl. The
three phases also have checkerboard-type charge ordering. Ne
crossings of levels we have observed a notorious slowing dow
the convergence of the MC calculations. Lines are guides to the
Very similar results were obtained at several values ofl and were
used to construct Fig. 2.
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l. However, at large electron-phonon coupling the situat
changes qualitatively. In this regime, a ‘‘polaronic’’ sta
seems to be stabilized, where eight electrons present in
16-site cluster studied here become trapped in random l
tions. If in this random distribution some of the electrons a
close to one another, local orbital order similar to that of t
x50 limit was observed. Again, this AF phase has not be
observed experimentally yet, but the recent progress in
discovery of new phases~see the following section! suggests
that this remains a serious possibility.

The regime of smallJAF coupling is dominated by the FM
states. The large-l zone has a state, which is discussed in
following section. At intermediate and small couplings, t
state that dominates at low temperature has the charact
tics of the FM metallic state well known to exist in thre
dimensional Mn oxides. For instance, in the charge se
there is no order. Regarding orbital order, the correlatio
suggest the presence of a uniform arrangement. This unif
orbital order at small l is not produced through a
spontaneous-symmetry-breaking process, but it exists
direct consequence of the form of the kinetic energy in o
two-dimensional simulations. To show this, the procedure
the following. Consider the limit of Hund coupling infinite a
in our studies, and alsol5JAF50. In this case, the Hamil-
tonian can be diagonalized exactly in momentum space
the ground state for the 434 cluster can be exactly con
structed. In this state, the mean value of the number oper
for the two orbitals of relevance can be calculated as w
The results are not equal for the two orbitals, but there is
asymmetry in favor of thex22y2 orbital. Then, in this re-
spect the uniform orbital order in the state is explicit in t
model, and it is not induced by the JT phonons. These c
clusions were also checked on larger lattices, such as
320, and in three-dimensional clusters.

IV. NOVEL FM ÕCO PHASE

It is interesting to remark that the phase diagram in Fig
contains not only the FM-metallic and CE-insulatin
phases—well established experimentally—but other pha
as well. For example, at largeJAF an AF phase exists in a
wide range, and this phase could be observed in future
perimental investigations, as already discussed. Even m
exciting is the case of the ferromagnetic charge-ordered~FM/
CO! phase in the upper-left corner of Fig. 2. This phase w
found in previous investigations by Hottaet al.7 using coop-
erative phonons~and suggested by Yunokiet al.8 as well,
using noncooperative phonons!. It is quite remarkable tha
recent experimental efforts by Loudonet al.10 have unveiled
the presence of a FM insulating phase at half doping, co
patible with the FM/CO state found in the Monte Car
simulations. For completeness, in Fig. 4 the orbital arran
ment of the FM/CO phase found in our simulations is show
although it has been already presented in Ref. 7. The orb
order corresponds to the same pattern of 3x22r 2/3y22r 2

orbitals of the CE phase, but the spins are arranged fe
magnetically, sinceJAF is not large enough to induce the C
order. Future experiments will clarify if indeed the theore
cally predicted FM/CO regime7,8 corresponds to the result

the
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF HALF-DOPED MODELS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 104405 ~2003!
reported in Ref. 10. Note that the discovery of more pha
than previously known is a recent interesting trend, both
experiments and theory. In fact, atx50 anE phase has bee
observed in simulations by Hottaet al.,18 as well as in ex-
periments by Kimuraet al.19 Many surprises may still be
found in manganite investigations, even at the rather elem
tary level of characterization of states, since its strongly c
related character creates a plethora of phases that a
strong competition.

V. PHASE DIAGRAM VARYING TEMPERATURE

The properties of the model studied here were also inv
tigated at finite temperatures. In this case, the errors in
estimations of the phase boundaries are larger than at
temperature. The reason is that atT50, the first-order tran-
sitions can clearly be established through level crossin
which exist even in small systems. However, the continu
transitions that are found at finiteT can only be roughly
located on small systems based on spin, charge, and or
correlations at the largest distance available in the clus
studied. In spite of this problem, the results shown here
sufficiently accurate to understand the main trends in
phase diagrams.

Typical results can be found in Fig. 5. The level-cross
procedure shown in~a! establishes easily the phase diagra
at low T. At finite T, the momentum space correlations sho
a rapid increase upon cooling at characteristic temperat
@see Figs. 5~b–d! as typical examples# due to the increase o
the real-space correlations at the largest available distan
These temperatures are the best approximations to the
bulk-limit critical temperatures that our investigations c
produce at present.

An example of the phase diagrams constructed by
procedure is given in Fig. 6, where the results atl52.0 are
shown. Here, the ‘‘oscillations’’ in the characteristic tempe
tures are indicative of the errors in our procedure, and of

FIG. 4. Orbital, spin, and charge arrangement for the F
CO-OO phase. The 3x22r 2 and 3y22r 2 orbitals represent the
Mn31 ions, while the empty sites represents the Mn41 sites. This
state was presented for the first time in Ref. 7. Evidence of a
phase with checkerboard CO pattern has been found recently.10
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clear tendency in simulations at largel to spend consider-
able Monte Carlo time trapped in competing states, a
occurs in glassy systems. In spite of these complications,
phase diagrams such as Fig. 6 are sufficiently informative
unveil the dominant properties of the system.

-
FIG. 5. ~a! MC energy vsJAF for x51/2, l52.0, T/t;0. The

location of the level crossings were used in the low-T phase dia-
gram of Fig. 2.~b! Spin structure factorS(q) as a function ofT/t,
for q5(0,0) andJAF /t50, indicating that at lowT the FM phase is
stabilized.~c! S(q) vs T/t, for JAF /t50.05, l52.0, and momenta
q5(0,p) andq5(p,0), characteristic of the CE phase.~d! Charge
structure factorN(q) vs T/t for the same parameters as in~c!. In
~b!, ~c!, and ~d! the approximate temperatures where correlatio
become robust are indicated by arrows.

FIG. 6. Phase diagramT/t vs JAF /t of the 2D two-orbitals
cooperative-phonon model atl52.0. TC , TCE, andTAF are repre-
sented by squares, triangles, and asterisks, respectively. These
peratures are a crude estimation of the magnetic ordering temp
tures of the FM, CE and AF phases, obtained in our small clu
simulations, as explained in the text. The oscillations in the res
are indicative of the error bars in the critical temperatures. T
temperatures (TCO) where charge and orbital correlations becom
important upon cooling are marked by circles and a dotted li
Transitions to the paramagnetic~PM! and CO phases are secon
order. Transitions FM-CE, and CE-AF are first order at low te
peratures.
5-5
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Some of the properties of Fig. 6 are worth explicitly di
cussing.

~i! The Néel critical temperature of the CE state is th
lowest among the three dominant states. This may explai
part its sensitivity to disorder discussed later in this pape

~ii ! At large l, charge order in the CE phase occurs a
temperature larger than the Ne´el temperature, as it occurs i
many manganite experiments.

~iii ! In the range ofJAF between 0.02 and 0.03, the C
phase is stable at low-T, but upon heating the FM state
stabilized, before the system becomes paramagnetic. Thi
rious behavior is compatible with experimental results
cently reported by Tomioka and Tokura,9 reproduced in Fig.
7. It is remarkable that the model studied here is able
qualitatively reproduce even this fine detail of the real ph
diagram ofx50.5 manganites. The different dimensiona
ties between experiments and the simulations reported
are not a problem, since it is well known that the pha
diagrams of the double-exchange model are qualitativ
similar in the dimensions of interest.2

In Fig. 8, the numerically obtained phase diagram al
51.3 is also shown, as representative of the intermedial
range. As in the previous cases, the information was obta
on a 16-site lattice, using spin correlations at the larg
available distances to decide which tendency dominate
the ground state. Instead of showing explicitly the numb
defining the lines as done in Fig. 6, here a smooth averag
presented for simplicity. Error bars similar to those of Fig
should be assumed atl51.3 as well. In good agreemen
with the results at otherl ’s, the Curie temperature in Fig.
is found to be larger than the CE critical temperature, a
there is a region of couplings where ferromagnetism is

FIG. 7. Experimental phase diagram of the half-doped co
pound Pr0.5(Ca12ySry)0.5MnO3, reproduced from Ref 9. The
charge- and orbital-ordered insulator and ferromagnetic met
states are denoted by CO-OOI and FM, respectively. The transit
from ~to! the CO-OOI phase are represented by circles. The tra
tions to the FM phase are represented by squares. The Ne´el tem-
perature is represented by solid triangles. The gray area indic
hysteresis. Note the presence of a FM phase above a CO/AF p
compatible with our results, as discussed in the text.
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bilized above the CE state, before turning paramagnetic u
further heating. The gray region denotes a regime wh
charge ordering appears, but not spin order~however, note
that this region with phase competition is particularly co
plicated to study due to the presence of many compe
minima in the free energy!.

Figure 9 illustrates the presence ofgap and pseudogap
~PG! features in the density of states~DOS!, due to the ro-
bust value ofl used. At low temperatures in the CE phas
there is clearly a gap due to charge ordering. However,
existence of a reduced DOS at the chemical potential in
form of a pseudogap survives the increase of the temp
ture, and above the Ne´el temperature the effect appears to
caused by dynamical Jahn-Teller distortions. This result

-

ic
ns
i-

tes
se,

FIG. 8. Phase diagram of the two-orbitals model with coope
tive Jahn-Teller phonons atl51.3 andb5100. The results are
smooth interpolations using the numerically available data, an
this respect they are not exact. The notation is standard. Note th
this coupling there are pseudogap features in the density of s
above the ordering temperatures, and a hard gap below those
cal temperatures. The gray area is a region where the simula
give a mixture of orders, for the large number of iterations carr
out.

FIG. 9. Density of states obtained numerically at the couplin
and temperatures indicated. Comparing with Fig. 8, these res
show that pseudogap features appear in the DOS above the ord
Néel temperature of the CE state, atl51.3 and b5100.
Pseudogaps have also been observed in many previous inve
tions ~see Refs. 20–22, for instance!.
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inforces the notion that a large depletion of the DOS at
chemical potential should be present in a broad range
couplings and temperatures in models for manganites.
existence of a PG feature was first noticed theoretically
Moreo et al.20 and experimentally in photoemission expe
ments by Dessauet al.21 More recently, in optical conductiv
ity experiments by Noh and collaborators,22 PG features
were also observed. Pseudogaps in DOS alter substan
the transport properties of the system, and in addition t
suggest interesting similarities with other materials—such
the cuprates—where pseudogap features have also
identified. In fact, most of the phenomenology of the Mn a
Cu oxides is similar, with phase competition being an imp
tant ingredient to understand phenomenologically th
properties.23

VI. CHARGE DISPROPORTIONATION

Our calculations allow us to address theoretically a rec
controversy in the experimental literature related with
actual value of the charge disproportionation in char
ordered half-doped manganites. The ‘‘standard folklo
since the 1950s says that the CE state is made out of a ch
erboard distribution of 31 and 41 charges. However, on
theoretical grounds this state appears to be too ‘‘extrem
Since the work of Yunoki and collaborators8 establishing the
phase diagram of manganite models with JT phononsx
50.5, it has been noticed that the CE phase is close
ferromagnetic metallic phaseonly at small and intermediate
values of the electron-phonon couplingl. Having the two
phases close to one another is important to understand
phenomenology of La12xCaxMnO3 ~LCMO!, where it is
known that the two phases ‘‘touch’’ atx50.5, in the phase
diagram varying the Ca concentration. If indeedl is not very
large, then the charge-ordered state should be far from
31/41 extreme separation. In fact, recent experimen
work by Garciaet al., Daoud-Aladineet al., and others have
revealed a very weak signal for charge disproportionati
and the standard 31/41 has been severely questioned.24

How can we understand this challenging new pheno
enology? A recent key observation by Hottaet al.17 indicates
that the CE state may have an origin totally different fro
the ‘‘large Coulomb repulsion’’ view of Goodenough~or the
largel analog in the presence of JT distortions!. In the new
perspective, the formation of the zigzag chains of the
state can occur even at very smalll since these chains lea
to the optimization of the kinetic energy in the presence o
nonzeroJAF . In this context, the insulating character aris
mainly from a band-insulator picture, already present in
study of individual zigzag chains. The validity of this view
clear in the phase diagram of Fig. 2, which shows a
phase thatextends tol50, a result quite difficult to under
stand from the large-l standard perspective. Since the F
metallic and CE phases are not in contact at largel in the
theoretical phase diagram, and since experimentally they
known to be close in energy~at least for LCMO!, then the
31/41 view of the CE state must indeed be revisited.

Figure 10 shows the numerically obtained charge disp
portionationd along the CE phase varyingl ~note that the
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bended nature of the CE phase in the phase diagram F
forces us to adjustJAF asl changes!. The entire CE region
has a nonzerod according to Fig. 10—compatible with it
insulating nature—but clearly there are three qualitativ
different regimes. At smalll, the small value ofd suggests
that the charge ordering arises as a consequence of the
dominant zigzag chain formation, as predicted by Hottaet
al,17 namely, the spin order dominates over the charge or
ing. Increasingl, a crossover regime is observed in Fig. 1
which is itself followed by the extreme case of 31/41 sepa-
ration at very largel. Since the phase diagram of Fig.
shows that the FM charge-disordered and CE phases a
contact only belowl51.2, this implies an upper bound o
approximatelyd50.15 in the charge disproportionation,
result far from the more standard assumptiond50.5. If l is
slightly reduced from 1.2 to 0.8,d can be as small as 0.05
compatible with the recent experimental information. As w
have stated before, a large Hund coupling suppresses do
ocupancy of the same orbital. This interaction together w
the electron-phonon interaction and elastic energies beh
like the HubbardU interaction.25 The exact equivalence hav
not yet been clearly established. Our results are in g
agreement with van den Brinket al. in the sense that turning
on l in our study (U in Ref. 25!, the charge migrates from
the corner sites of the zigzag chain, to the bridge ones. H
ever, the maximum charge disproportion available in o
model (d50.5) differs considerably from thed50.185 re-
sult obtained forU5`. These discrepancies deserve furth
investigations to clarify the range of validity of both mode
From all these considerations, our conclusion is that ind
the standard extreme view of the CE state needs revision
fact, the surprising sensitivity of the CE state to the introdu
tion of disorder~to be discussed below! may be indicative of
a fragility which intuitively appears more related to the sm
l zigzag-chain-driven regime than to the largel limit.
Clearly, the last word on the nature of the CE state has
been said, and more work should be devoted to this issu

FIG. 10. Charge disproportionationd vs l, calculated in the CE
phase of Fig. 2. Starting atl50, the values ofJAF used are 0.25,
0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1, 0.1, 0.05, and 0
due to the tilted shape of the CE phase. A valued'0.5 corresponds
to the standard charge ordering, with Mn31 and Mn41 arranged in
a checkerboard pattern. To reproduce this extreme charge-ord
state an abnormally large value ofl is needed. More realistic pa
rameters correspond to a far less dramatic charge separation.
5-7
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VII. INFLUENCE OF QUENCHED DISORDER ON THE
PHASE DIAGRAM AND FRAGILITY OF THE CE

PHASE

In Fig. 11~a!, the numerically obtained phase diagram
fixed l51 varyingJAF is shown in the absence of disord
~clean-limit!. The shape is similar to the results presented
previous sections at otherl ’s, with competing FM and CE
phases. Shown are also lines of constant spin-spin cor
tions, which will be useful to understand the results in t
presence of quenched disorder. In Fig. 11~b!, the modified
phase diagram after introducing disorder inJAF is presented.
The disorder is included by selecting the couplingJAF be-
tween localized spins at every link as the uniform value p
an extra contributionDJAF , which is randomly added o
subtracted~i.e., a bimodal distribution is used!. In agreement
with the expectations described in the Introduction, Fig.
including disorder the lines of constant spin correlatio
bend and reach zero temperature at particular values ofJAF .
This is to be contrasted with the clean-limit case in F
11~a!, where the lines of constant correlations ‘‘collide’’ wit
the CE phase, rather than reaching zero temperature as
disorder incorporated. The behavior of Fig. 11~b! is indica-
tive of the presence of a spin-disordered window separa
the FM and CE phases, as in Fig. 1~c!.

However, the situation appears to be more complica
than previous discussions would have suggested. The re
is that the CE phase was here found to be abnormallysensi-
tive to disorder. At least for the value of disorder used,
glassy state is obtained in approximately the same reg
where the CE phase was found to be stable in the clean li
The glassy nature of the CE region appears inS(k) and it is
very clear in the Monte Carlo snapshots~not shown! that
present distorted zigzag chains and patterns of cha
ordering—nearly frozen as the Monte Carlo tim
evolves—in a glassy-looking arrangement. The effect is a
manifested in the small value of correlations, as shown
Fig. 11~c!, which contains the spin correlations at the larg
distance on the small cluster used. Without disorder, this
relation has the largest allowed value in both the FM and
phases and as the disorder increases, the correlation red
its value as expected. What is remarkable is that this ef
occurs clearly more rapidly in the CE region than in t
ferromagnetic phase. In fact, atDJAF50.07 the spin correla-
tions are nearly negligible in the CE regime, indicating t
disappearance of order at the largest distances here avai
This is to be contrasted against the behavior of correlati
in the FM phase, which are far more robust.

The present results are in excellent agreement with
recent experimental studies of Ln1/2 La1/2 Mn O3 ~Ln 5 rare-
earth! by Akahoshiet al.11 and Nakajimaet al.12 In these
experiments it was observed that the phase diagram ha
critical behavior@Fig. 11~a!# when the crystals are grow
slowly, minimizing by this procedure the influence of diso
der. However, upon rapid quenching of the growing proc
to introduce disorder explicitly, it was observed that wh
the FM phase reduces its critical temperature by a reason
amount, the CE phase is much more affected, turning in
glassy state at low temperatures. This experimentally
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FIG. 11. ~a! Phase diagramT/t vs JAF /t for the clean limit, with
l51. The closed circles and diamonds indicate the transition t
perature at which the long-distance correlation^SiSj

IV& approxi-
mately vanishes upon heating~see text!. This is indicative of the
temperature where long-range order develops. Dashed and d
dotted lines represent the lines of constant^SiSj

IV&50.2 and 0.5,
respectively.~b! Phase diagramT/t vs JAF /t for the disorder pa-
rameterDJAF50.07 andl51. The new symbols, open-squares a
open-triangles, represent the transition temperatures to a gl
state with short-range correlations but with no obvious long-ra
FM and CE order, respectively. The CE state was found to be v
susceptible to disorder.~c! ^SiSj

IV& vs JAF /t for DJAF50 ~squares!,
DJAF50.04 ~triangles!, and DJAF50.07 ~circles! at low T. These
results are the average of five different configurations for the bim
dal distributionJi5JAF6DJAF in the AF links.
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FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of resist
ity under various magnetic fields fo
(Nd12ySmy)1/2Sr1/2MnO3 with y50 ~a! and 0.75
~b!. The hatched area represents thermal hys
esis. Results from Tokuraet al.27
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served abnormal sensitivity of the CE phase to disorde
here nicely reproduced in the Monte Carlo simulations—
expected to be an important ingredient for the understand
of the phenomenology of manganites. Disorder indeed p
a key role in the phase-separated scenario for Mn oxid2

and here its relevance is further confirmed. The simple v
expressed in Fig. 1, with a symmetric behavior between
two competing phases, is more complex in practice.

The disorder sensitivity of the CE-phase may arise fr
the fragility of the zigzag chains. As argued before, the rea
istic regime of couplings, withl of order 1, presents a
charge-ordering pattern, which is far from the extreme lim
31/41, rendering the staggered charge ordering less ro
than previously believed. In addition, the one-dimensio
nature of the zigzag chains also contributes to this fragi
Imperfections can easily destroy these nontrivial geometr
arrangement of chains. Unfortunately, the limited size of
clusters used here does not allow us to investigate in m
detail the observed CE fragility. These important issu
should be analyzed in more detail in future theoretical a
experimental investigations. It is interesting to remark t
similar conclusions have been recently reached using a
orbital model with cooperative phonons.26 Reaching inde-
pendently the same conclusion using different models, m
ods, and lattice sizes provides confirmation of the fragility
the charge-ordered state that competes with ferromagne
This is an important issue that deserves further studies.

VIII. TWO TYPES OF CMR

Let us start the analysis of dc transport properties in
half-doped system studied here, aiming toward a better
derstanding of the CMR effect. In our opinion, these effe
should actually be divided into two classes:~1! the CMR
effect that occurs at low temperatures and correspond
very abrupt first-order transitions, and~2! the more standard
CMR effect that appears in the regime immediately abo
the Curie temperature. Years ago, Tokura and collabora
already suggested these two types of CMR’s.27 Figure 12
provides a direct experimental evidence of this phenomen
with a huge effect at low temperatures and a relativ
smaller effect nearTCurie.
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This phenomenology, with two CMR’s, has recently be
discussed by one of the authors~E.D.! in Ref. 2, from where
Fig. 13 is reproduced. In this figure, the ‘‘CMR1’’ effec
corresponds to a direct field-induced transition from the
to the FM phases, upon the application of an external fie
In this case, quenched disorder isnot needed and the trans
tion occurs even in the clean limit. For CMR1 to occur, it
sufficient to be located on the insulating side but close to
first-order transition. Under these circumstances a relativ
small field—which obviously favors the FM phase—rende
ferromagnetism more favorable and an AF to FM first-ord
jump is induced. On the other hand, Fig. 13 also shows
standard ‘‘CMR2’’ proccess, which is believed to originate
the more complex percolative regime induced by a nanos
phase-separated state above the Curie temperature.2,3 The re-
alization that there are two types of CMR’s substantia
clarifies the magnetotransport phenomenology of Mn oxid

To address explicitly the first type of MR transitions~i.e.,
CMR1!, a clean-limit investigation should be sufficient. T
study the resistance of a cluster vs temperature in the p
ence of magnetic fields, a setup similar to those often use
investigations of mesoscopic systems will be employ
here.28 This method was recently applied to a technica
similar problem of spin and carriers in interaction in the co

FIG. 13. Schematic representation of the generic phase diag
in the presence of competing FM metal and CO/AF insulator, a
for quenched disorder not sufficiently strong to destroy entirely
first-order transition at low temperatures.g is a generic variable
needed to transfer the system from one phase to the other. C
and CMR2 are the regions with two types of large MR transitio
as described in the text~see also Ref. 3!.
5-9
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text of diluted magnetic semiconductors.29 The interacting
cluster under investigation is assumed connected to ‘‘id
leads,’’ as shown in Fig. 14. The information about the
leads is included through exactly calculated self-energ
which are located at the cluster boundaries. The current
culates after an infinitesimal voltage drop is included. T
technical aspects have been recently reviewed by Verg28

and they will not be repeated here. This technique appea
be better than other methods often used in numerical si
lations, that rely on the analysis of the Drude weightD of the
optical conductivity with the cluster assumed in isolation.
this case,D is often negative due to finite size effects.
addition, the associated zero-frequencyd function must be
given an arbitrary width to recover a finite resistivity. The
problems are avoided in the present formulation.

A typical result obtained with the setup of Fig. 14
shown in Fig. 15. To transform from resistance to resistiv

FIG. 14. Geometrical setup used here for the calculation of
resistance of a cluster. For more details see Refs. 28 and 29.

FIG. 15. Clean-limit investigation of the resistivityr. Shown is
r vs temperature, atDJAF50, l51, and JAF equal to 0.14
~squares!, 0.16 ~circles!, 0.18 ~closed triangles!, and 0.2~open tri-
angles!. The first twoJAF cases correspond to the FM regime, a
the other two to the CE state. A first-order transition separates
metal from the insulator at low temperatures, with concomit
abrupt changes in the resistance.~a! corresponds to zero magnet
field mH/t50 while ~b! is atmH/t50.05. Note in the latter that an
insulating line in~a!, turned metallic in~b!, producing a huge MR.
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a cross section of size 4a31a (a5 lattice spacing! is as-
sumed. In the clean limit, and using as reference the ph
diagram of Fig. 2, it was observed that for a range ofJAF the
material behaves as an insulator since the CE phase d
nates, while for other couplings a metallic behavior is fou
once in the FM regime~here insulator and metal are define
simply based on the sign of the slope of the resistance
temperature curves!. The technique used here neatly repr
duces the expected behavior of the resistivity vs tempera
for a metal and an insulator.

The most important result in this context occurs wh
magnetic fields are introduced. In this case, the insula
behavior found in the CE regime close to the FM pha
more precisely atJAF50.18, turnsmetallic in a first-order
transition upon the application of a field of value 0.0t
~much smaller in magnitude than the natural units of
problem, such ast). Assumingt of the order of 1000 K, this
is a field of about 50 T, larger but not by a huge amount w
respect to those typically used in CMR experiments. By
lecting JAF even closer to the first-order transition the val
of the field needed to induce metallic behavior can be ea
reduced. The associated MR ratios—defined as MR5@r(0)
2r(H)#/r(H)3100%, withH the field used—are shown in
Fig. 16. For the coupling where the insulator-metal transit
was generated by the magnetic field, the MR ratio was fou
to be as large as 107% at low temperatures, in excellen
agreement with the values that can be deduced from the
perimental data in Fig. 12. As explained before, this dras
effect is simply caused by a level crossing induced by
magnetic field, which favors the FM phase. Note that theJAF

e

e
t

FIG. 16. Clean-limit magnetoresistance~as defined in text! vs
temperature consideringmH/t50.025~a!, andmH/t50.05~b!. The
same set of parameters and convention of symbols are followe
in Fig. 15. Huge MR ratios are observed, as found in experime
5-10
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coupling used is not abnormally close to the original tran
tion, namely, there is no need to carefully fix parameters
see this effect. The present calculation clearly shows
huge MR effects can be obtained in theoretical calculatio
even in small clusters and without the need of tuning c
plings.

Regarding the theoretical understanding of the more s
dard CMR~namely, CMR2 in the present discussion!, previ-
ous investigations have relied on sophisticated calculat
using simplified models and resistor networks in order
capture the complex percolative physics expected to do
nate in real compounds.2,3 These subtle effects cannot b
studied in the small clusters currently accessible to nea
exact Monte Carlo studies of realistic models, as those
sented here. However, results in those small clusters w
quenched disorder is included, already provide hints of
physics found in experiments and in simulations of toy mo
els. For example, in Fig. 17~a! it is shown that the disorde
reduces the resistivity in the CE regime, and that this effec
further magnified when magnetic fields are applied. Unfor
nately, in spite of observing these reasonable effects,
shape of the resistivity curves still do not show the we
known metal-insulator transition at a finite temperature. F
ther computational work will be needed to reproduce
CMR2 effect using realistic Hamiltonians. Fortunately, t
essence of the phenomenon appears to have been captur
the calculations of Ref. 3.

FIG. 17. Study of the resistivityr in the presence of quenche
disorder. Shown isr vs temperature, formH/t50 ~a!, and mH/t
50.025~b!, usingl51, DJAF50.04, andJAF equal to 0~squares!,
0.04 ~circles!, 0.08 ~closed triangles!, and 0.12~open triangles!.
Large MR effects are observed, even involving only insulat
phases.
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IX. CHARGE-ORDERING IN ELECTRON-DOPED
MATERIALS

For completeness, here results at electronic densities^n&
different from 0.5 are also presented. However, the ‘‘ha
doped’’ character of the investigation remains. To be m
specific, the emphasis in this section is on^n&51.5, namely,
in the regime ofelectron dopingof undoped compounds suc
as LaMnO3, opposite to the hole-doping regime of^n&
50.5 discussed in the rest of the paper. The experime
motivation for this effort relies on recent investigations th
have reported results for La0.7Ce0.3MnO3, which is indeed an
electron-doped compound having LaMnO3 as the parent
material.13 A ferromagnetic metallic phase has been repor
in this context with a Curie temperature;250 K and a large
magnetoresistance, establishing clear similarities with
well-known results for the hole-doped region of the pha
diagram.

These experiments suggest that there must be a rela
between electron and hole doping, which has not been
cussed theoretically before to our knowledge. In particula
is interesting to speculate what kind of states will be o
tained in the electron-doped regime once the doping is m
as large as 50%~i.e., ^n&51.5). In other words, here the
study will focus on the discussion of what kind of CO/O
state could be obtained in theelectron half-dopedregime of
manganites, justifying the inclusion of the results describ
below in the present paper, which is devoted to half-dop
manganites in general.

The main conclusion of the analysis of the^n&51.5 phase
diagram using Monte Carlo simulations is that in the lar
Hund coupling limit, there is a mapping between^n& bigger
and smaller than one~with ^n&51 corresponding to
LaMnO3). In fact, in theJH5` limit studied here the phas
diagrams in the planel-JAF are identical ~within numerical
accuracy! with regards to the location of the phase boun
aries. However, the characteristics of each phase canno
the same in view of the different electronic densities.
particular case, our effort predicts that the analog of the w
known CE phase of half hole-doped manganites is the s
shown schematically in Fig. 18. In this state, there is a se
ration of charge into a ‘‘31/21 ’’ like configuration, to be
contrasted with the standard 31/41 state at̂ n&50.5. The
zigzag chains of the standard CE state are still present,
even the orbitals in the middle of the segments of the zig
chains are elongated along thex and y axes. The main dif-
ference between̂n&50.5 and 1.5 is the state at the vertic
of those chains, which is empty at density 0.5 but it conta
two electrons at 1.5. An analog situation is found in the ot
charge-ordered phases. It would be very interesting to c
firm experimentally whether this state is present in real h
electron-doped manganites. Note that our calculation d
not include the effect of Coulombic interactions, which m
be more important in the electron-doping regime than in
hole-doping region. However, in other materials such as
cuprates, a strong similarity between electron and hole d
ing has been found as well, suggesting that a similar situa
may occur in manganites. Completing the phase diagram
electron-doped manganites would help us in achieving
5-11
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deeper understanding of these materials. The concrete
diction of our efforts is that there should be an approxim
particle-hole symmetry with respect to the undoped LaMn3
compound, in a similar spirit as it occurs in the cuprates30

X. CONCLUSIONS

The investigations reported in this paper have unve
several unexpected properties of half-doped manganites
example, the CE phase was found to be more sensitive
expected to the addition of quenched disorder. The effor
this context included the calculation of the clean-limit pha
diagram in theT-JAF plane, to understand the competitio
between the FM and CE states believed by most manga
experts to be at the heart of the CMR phenomenon. In ag
ment with previous calculations,2,3 a low-temperature first-
order transition between the two phases was found, wit
shape similar to those reported experimentally.9 Adding dis-
order, the predicted3 depletion of critical temperatures wa
observed, but contrary to those expectations the reduc
was not symmetrical in magnitude for the two competi
phases. In fact, it was observed that the CE state rap
transforms into a ‘‘CE glass’’ with disorder, while the ferro
magnetic phase is comparatively less affected, in nice ag
ment with recent experiments where disorder is introdu
‘‘by hand’’ upon a clean-limit bicritical-shaped phas
diagram.11,12 The zigzag chains of the CE state and its ve
subtle arrangement of spins, charge, and orbitals seems
ily broken by imperfections, contrary to the more robust u
form FM state.

The present results revealed other properties of manga
states that also deserve further investigations. Among th
interesting properties are the existence ofphases, such as a
FM/CO state, and a discussion on charge disproportiona
that suggests that the widely held view of charge-ordering
containing 31 and 41 ions needs considerable revision.

A second important result presented here is the existe

FIG. 18. Orbital, spin, and charge arrangement for the elec
overdoped (̂n&51.5) CE/CO/OO phase. The 3x22r 2 and 3y2

2r 2 orbitals represent the Mn31 ions. The superposition of thex2

2y2 plus 3z22r 2 orbitals ~closed circles! represents the Mn21

ions.
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of a very large MR effect when the insulating state is close
energy to the FM state, as it occurs in the first-order tran
tions systematically found in the clean limit. As a cons
quence, without quenched disorder and working at low te
peratures, the insulating state can be destabilized by the
state with increasing fields. The magnitude of the field
quired can be very small in units of the hopping, and
actual critical value depends on how close the CE state
vestigated is to the FM state in the phase diagram~i.e., how
close the analyzed value ofJAF is to the critical value sepa
rating the phases!. This MR effect isqualitatively different
from the more standard effect found above the Curie te
perature, which is believed to need disorder effects to
understood.2,3 As predicted by Tokura and collaborators27

many years ago,there are two types of CMR: a low-
temperature form—investigated theoretically here—and
higher temperature variety with the standard profiles for
sistivity vs temperature. In carrying out these investigatio
we have introduced techniques borrowed from mesosco
physics, within the context of the Landauer formalism.

The study of electron-doped systems has also been i
ated in the investigations reported in this paper, focusing
the half-doped limit. Charge-ordered states analogous
those observed at half-hole-doping were identified. A form
particle-hole symmetry appears to exist in the system w
respect to the undoped LaMnO3 limit, at least for a large
Hund coupling. More theoretical work in this area should
pursued, since experiments are starting to investig
electron-doped manganites.

It is clear that the study of models for manganites us
unbiased techniques provides a plethora of interesting
sults. In the field of manganites the crossfertilization theo
of experiments has been remarkably positive, and surpr
will likely be found in the near future. Investigations of ma
ganites and other related oxides should continue at its pre
rapid rate, to enhance our understanding of correlated e
tron systems in general.
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APPENDIX: SIMULATIONS IN THE CANONICAL
ENSEMBLE

In most of our simulations, we have kept the number
particles fixed in our systems basically at each Monte Ca
Step per site~MCS/S!. In order to achieve that, we have t
solve the equation,

n2(
i 51

N

(
k51

2N ck,i
1 ck,i

11exp@~Ek2m!/T#
50

n
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for the chemical potential,m; wheren is the desired numbe
of electrons in the system,N is the number of sites of the
cluster,ck,i

1 andck,i are the fermionic operators after diag
nalizing the Hamiltonian matrix@Eq. ~1!#, and Ek are the
electronic energy levels. These energies are ordered in
way: E2N<Ek<E1, with k running between 1 and 2N. The
first sum symbol runs over sites, while the second runs o
energy levels (2N in our case, since we have two orbita
per site!.
.
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We have solved this equation using the Newton-Raph
method,31 starting with an initial seedm051/2(E2N2 l
1E2N2 l 11), with l 5 int(xN), and the fillingx given by x
5n/N. The symbol int~! means the nearest integer of a re
number. Fixing an absolute error forn of 1025, the chemical
potential m is typically found in four to five iterations. At
sufficiently low temperatures,kBT/t<0.01, for example, the
convergence of this method can fail. In this case we use
auxiliary bisection method,31 where typically 20–30 steps
are needed for the same accuracy.
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